Projective structures on circles were classified by Kuiper in [ 1 ] . In fact he solved the problems of the classification of the Hill equations and the orbits of the co-adjoint representation of a Virasoro algebra, solved independently by Lazutkin, Pankratov, as well as by Kirillov and Segal.
Our paper is devoted to the classification of contact-projective structures on the contact supermanifold C aln (of all 110-dimensional subspaces of the linear symplectic space (R*" 1 , ω)) and its double covering S 1 '". For η < 3 it is equivalent to the classification of the orbits of the co-adjoint representation of a Lie superalgebra. of Neveu-Schwartz-Ramond type [2] , and also the superanalogues of the Hill equation defined in [3] .
We are grateful to V.I. Arnol'd and A.M. Levin for helpful comments.
We consider the linear symplectic superspace (R 2|n , ω), where ω = dp[\dq ~t~T] (in*) 2 . The supermanifold P am has an induced contact structure. (All our subsequent arguments are equally valid for S 1 /".)
1. By a contact-projective atlas on P lln we mean a covering (Uj) endowed with local coordinates (x, t.')j in which a contact structure is defined by the 1-form α = dx + 2j£ i£i £'> and the attaching transformations a^j are fractional-linear contact transformations (that is, ot,·j € SpO 0 (2 | η), the connected component of the supergroup of all symplectic transformations of (R 2 l n , ω)). Two such atlases are said to be equivalent if their union is also a contact-projective atlas. An equivalence class of such atlases is called a contact-projective structure (c.p.s.).
2. The monodromy operator. Any c.p.s. can be defined by an atlas with a finite number Ν of charts such that no neighbourhood Us lies entirely inside another. After ordering the charts so that their projections onto the support are numbered in the positive direction, we define the element Μ = Πα^+ι of the universal covering SpOo(2l«); we call this element the monodromy operator. Proof. We introduce the following concept.
3. Contact-projective connections. Any c.p.s. defines a bundle over P 1 '" (and hence on its universal coveringR 1 ' 71 ) with fibre R*: the coordinates (x, £') in each chart [/are lifted to the coordinates (p, q, π') in R* χ U such that χ = p/q, £' = n'/q; the attaching functions on R* χ ({/,· η Uj) are linear transformations α ί; · £ SpO 0 (2 | n). The submanifolds (q = const) in R* χ Uj are glued to a global (horizontal) section 7 of a bundle over R 1 !". A generator of the group Πι(Ρ 1|η ) = Ζ acts on the section as a monodromy operator.
Lemma. The horizontal section 7 is a tensor density of degree -1/2 on R lin .
This means that under the action of a contact diffeomorphism F the submanifold q = const on each chart R* χ U is taken to the submanifold (qmf = const). The function mp is defined on U as follows. Let the contact structure be defined on U by the 1-form a -dx + 2_ι^' *^ί ; * e n F*a = mpa. 
Corollary. A c.p.s. defines a 2\n-dimensional space of tensor densities of degree

